
Site
Hoarding
Signs



Companies pay top premiums for broad advertising 
space in locations with high footfall and passing traffic - 
yet the marketing opportunities open to construction 
companies on their own hoarding panels may be 
overlooked.

Construction site panels can be a powerful marketing 
tool to advertise, promote, sell your vision and generate 
relevant interest in your construction project.  

PFI Sign Solutions produce 
hoarding panel signs for some of the most recognisable 
brands in the construction industry.

Our team of product, material and graphic specialists will help produce custom printed site hoarding panels and product 
boards for your development.

We can also provide advice on marketing suite interiors using custom printed wallpapers and wall decals, glazing 
manifestations, building wraps and pop-up displays.



We use a Vutek LX3 Pro super-high speed printer and Jetrix UV flatbed 
curable inkjet printers, to give a fast, high quality reproduction of artwork.

The powerful Vutek LED digital printer, has one of the lowest environmental 
footprints in its class, with up to 82% less energy consumption and lower 
VOCs.  

Hoarding panel signs are produced on the best quality Aluminium 
Composite Materials - with consistently neutral and white backgrounds and 
excellent ink adhesion surface, so we can perfectly reproduce digital 
graphics with consistent quality, first time, every time.   
 

Aluminium Composite 
Hoarding Panels

Lightweight, low-cost and giving an
exceptional graphic reproduction

Digitally Printed Vinyl

For application directly to existing hoarding 
panels.

Spiritflex Frames

Low-cost, flexible and reusable banner 
system for low-vandalism locations

Building Wraps

Large-format digitally printed mesh building 
wrap banners

Sound Deadening 
Hoarding Panels
Lightweight, exceptional graphic 
reproduction, with a special layer that 
reduces reverberation and background 
noise

Heras Fence Banners

Lightweight, flexible, highly-versatile and 
re-usable.

Produced with a tough clear window that 
allows you to view ongoing work behind 
the panel

Observation 
Hoarding Panels
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